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New President Speoks to Mission's Boord

ond
the Commitment
The Tosk
By BRADFCRD

I want to suggest two challenges which, I
believe, are always to be faced by this board.
They are, first, an understanding of the purpose
of Mission Journal; and second, a firm commitment to effectively carrying out that purpose.
When Misslon began publication ten years ago,
its goals were eloquently stated in the opening
pages of the journal, a statement still carried on
the masthead of each issue. In the initial editorial
policy statement, entitled "The Task of Mission,'?
there are, I believe, two principle foci of emphasis:
first, the task of communication and iís applications to the twentieth century and in particular
the translation of God's message to the contemporary church; and second, the stated dedication
"to the renewal and expansion of the church, so
that she mav more nearly attain her identity as set
forth in the Scriptures."
This call to renewal, in terms of its scriptural
and contemporary roles, was not a concept de
nouo in 1967. Rather, I beÌieve, it was a bold and
decisive expression of the needs and longings of
individuals in the Churches of Christ for many
decades.

Roy Ward wrote in December, 7972, at the
close of his editorship, a moving review and
critiquè of Mission's strivings and failures after
five and one-half years, in pursuit of these goals.
In it he identified six areas which realistically
elaboráte and expand the originatly-stated role of

Mission. They are:

1. The

desperate need

for personal faith among

Christians.

2.

The need for inquiry into thÞ nature of the
Scriptures and the implication of this sturly.
3. Continued examination of the church's
involvement in social concerns.
4. The question of ecumenical efforts versus
the quest for unity and development of local

Dr. Brod.fortl L. Davis is att r,tptltolrttoktgist irt Arlittgtott,
Texas. A ttcttive o.f East Texas, he has served on Mission's
board since 1973.
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congregations, his emphasis being on the latter.
5. The ongoing renewal of local congregations

in terms of scriptural principles uis-a-uis cultural

milieu; and
6. The quality of life to be attained by individChristians.

In my experience as a trustee, and no doubt
before, each annual meeting devotes much time
and energy to discussing our successes and failures
in addressing these concerns. Moreover, at times
we have even questioned the validity of these goals.
This results, naturally, I suppose, from our diversity as individuals, our personal and local circumstances, and the fact that all of us continue to
change, for better or rfforse.
I suggest that our most important challenge is to
affirm, once and for all, for ourselves, the validity
of Mission's stated goals. I believe they are all
characterized in part or whole, by a commitment
to renewal; -renewal of ourselves as individuals
and of the church, . . .hâV attain our desperately
needed role in the world.
I would not presur4e to formulate the ratio of
emphasis the journal must take in these areâs.
This is a proper subject for each meeting and
should involve all of us in its discussion. My
personal feeling is that renewal of the church
probably deserves more emphasis. I would, however, suggest some working guidelines for canying
out our goals.
First, if we are to communicate with our Christian brethren, \¡r'e must engage them where they
are, and in such a way that they will hear us out,
even if they disagree. This is to walk the delicate
Iine between prophetic and pastoral ministry,
which requires extraordinary "in-touch" understanding of who our readers are attd what they are
thinking.
Second, we should continually affirm and monitor our commitmeut to maintain an "open forum"
posture. Obviously our editorial philosophy will be
apparent, but so should our interest and concern
for those with opposing views be apparent. We

must ask ourselves the question: "Are we committed to being open because we expect in doing
so that our point of view will prevail? Or, are we
really committed to being open, affitming that
the truth will prevail and that it "will set us free"?
Third, while we should not fear to deal with any
relevant issue, we should never editorially tie the
journal to any specific partisan cause or crusade.
Causes come and go' are won or lost. Individual
Christians, the church, and the world with their
needs remain.

Fourth, we should never attempt to gain or
wield power as a politicat force in the church.
The use of power is perhaps bhe greatest tragedy
among congregations, religious publications, and

other institutions throughout the history of our
movement. Through reason and by example we
must proclaim renewal.
Fifth, renewal, and Mission's task, is ongoing.
Though conceived in the '60's, I submit that
Mission was not a product of the ephemeral
turbulence of those years' and is not to die of
boredom or estaþlishmentitis in the '70s. Its
need antedated its inception and will continue
beyond our tenures. While it, per se, is not
immortal, its need is clear and it is by no means
mortally afflicted.
Having discussed and, I trust, in some measufe
understood the role of Mission, our second challenge is to commit ourselves to get on with the job.
These meetings are marvelous times. We meet
old and dear friends, r,ve affirm our mutual
endeavor, plan, pledge, worship, and then leave
with an honest feeling of accomplishment' uptifted and rededicated. This is heady business.
And, therefore, it is not surprising, perhaps, that,
back home, where things are as we left them, we
soon forget, our enthusiasm displaced.
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we, as trustees are uniquely obligated, I would
emphasize, by choice, to see !,hat Mission and its
ministry prevail; principally through our efforts,
by financial support, by personal promotion of
its message through subscriptions and other exposure, and by our moral support of the staff,
and our intellectual guidance of its message.
Each of us is well suited in some of these and
probably none of us in all.
Perhaps, in a "Dickens" sense, these are the best
of times and the worst of times. We are beginning
our second decade of publication. Our past indebtedness is largely paid off, our operational budget
is trimmed and yet still operating. Our editor has
a second job, and our falling subscriptions appear
to have leveled off, or even begun to increase'
But, exhausted by our extraordinary financial
drives, discouraged, perhaps, by our small readership, even confuseù and disappointed as to the
chances of effecting renewal in a religious movement so beset by fears and mistrust, we may feel
that Mission is in vain, and that retreat into our
orryn personal solitudes, seeking our own private
ans\¡r'ers, is a better or easier way.
Let us affirm t'hat Mission joumal with its
stated goals is a responsible ministry. Let us recognize that its effect is felt, is historically established,
and will continue.
The challenge before each of us is to determine
to do what we can for Mission, by applying and
expanding our capabilities as trustees. Our commítments must not depend on our momentary
likes and dislikes of this or that issue or arbicle,
or ouï personal joys or disappointments. Commitment should be made of stemer stuff.
/ltl
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While none of us are without other demands
on our time and money, and none of us are
sustained spiritually by Mission's ministry alone,
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With publication of the June issue, Mlssion completed ten years. While that is not a lengthy tenure,
it is rather surprising (in the same sense that I am
surprised that I am now on the down side of my
mid-thirties and that my little cousins are no longer
little) that \¡/e are ten years and a hundred-odd
issues into the task that the first board of trustees
announced in July, 7967. It was true all along, but
can now be said with the added magic that our
decimal system of numbers bestows, that Missíon
has a history. It is ten years old and has in that ten
years compiled a past that according to the best
definitions qualifies as "history. "
It might be difficult for us to think of Missíon's
brief existence as history, for in an era in which
history classes have become current events forums,
and in a religious movement that has largely denied
its roots, history is an out-dated or non-applicable
concept. The Restoration Movement has not been
kind to history nor to historians, probably for the
simple reason that the church is considered God's
temporary kingdom on this earth that will be called
to heaven at the end of time, rather than a permanent institution to be documented, preserved, and
Dr. Ronnie C. Tyler is a second-year board member from
Fort Worth, Texas. He is curator of history for the Amon
Carte¡ Museum of Western Art in Fort Wo¡th.
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recorded. Most followers of the Restoration plea
consider their tap root to reach all the way back to
the day of Pentecost, rather than to have originated
amid the ferment and froth of the early nineteenth
century American frontier, and because they feel
that the New Testament establishes the eternal verities they neither care nor concern themselves with
what happened during the intervening 2,000 yeam.
This aversion to history is often combined with
a thoroughly modern idea that history is the past,
is over and done with, and is no longer to be considered in the present or the future-except by antiquarians who do not want to face the realities of
the present. Jean-Paul Sartre depicted the young
historian who came face to face with that idea as
he grappled with the contradictions and inconsistencies revealed by his own research:
"How can who have not the strength to hold to
my own past, hope to save the past of sorneone
else? The true nature of the present revealed
itself. The past did not exist. Not at all. Not
in things, not even in my thoughts. For me the
past was only a pensioning off; it was another
way of existing, a state of vacation and inaction;
each event, when it had played its part, put
itself politely into a box and became an honorary
event: we have so much difficu)'ly imagining

nothingness. Now I knew: things are entirely
what they apped to be-and behind them. . .there
is nothing."
For Sartre the past is only an incumbrance that
must be cast aside as each person seeks to confront
the reality of the present-all equal with only the
integrity of the individual and the essence of the
moment at stake.
This passage, which I read for the first time only
a year ago, made me reconsider the fact that I have
given my professional career over to the practice of
history in its traditional terms. I have professed
for years that the study of history helped rescue
the positive elements of society to be passed on,
that it gave me a sense of belonging, a sense of
place, a sense of mission, and that this sense was
important enough to be offered to the public at
large. It made me wonder if the "truth" that I
revealed about man and culture in the exhib-itions
and publications I spent years creating was relevant
in any way to contemporary man and provided an
easy explanation as to why a subject that I find
engrossing is so boring to so many others: it is not
relevant; it is not vital; it does not exist in any real
sense for millions of people.

have thought about both these rejections of
history-the religious rejection and the existential
rejection--and have found them wanting: too simple for a complex world and for complex people.
My thought has led me to believe that God is a
complex being and that our faith will lead us to
worship him in his complexities. It hás led me to
agree with the playwright Robert Bolt who had Sir
Thomas More say, in A Man For AII Seasons, "God
made the angels to show him splendor-as he made
animals for innocence and plants for simplicity.
But Man he made to serve him wittily, in the tangle
of his mind." And it has led me to believe that
any endeavor that enhances this complexity, that
renders it understandable and strengthens me in the
process, is a worthy endeavor.

I

suggest

that we spiritual children of Pentecost,

who find the past contradictory and illusory,
ignore history-especially the last century and
three-quarters-only at the risk of sacrificing selfunderstanding and losing another strong force in

the renewal process. I suggest that true history,
an accurate record of the past based on unbiased

and thorough research and properly interpreted, is
a potent character-building force from which we
can draw spiritual strength and understanding that
will help immeasurably as we muddle through our
own private wilderness.
We are, to one degree or another, a part of our
past, a complex meld of Walter Scott and Alexander Campbell, David Lipscomb and Austin McGary;
of debates about baptism, The Herald of Truth,
and the Restoration Plea itself; and of Depression
America, three recent wars, and a massive shift
from a rural to an urban society; and we are surrounded by the casualties of this heritage-men and
women who mistook low divorce statistics in the
church for happiness, who accepted the WhiteAnglo-Saxon-Protestant concept of a professional
career before they had ever heard of The Organizational Ladder, The Peter Principle, and ulcers, tranquilizers, and suicide.
History gives us the proper tools to deal with our
past, helps us decide what of our heritage should
be discarded as being useless or rffrong, and what
is valid and should be kept and passed on to futttre
generations. Will and Ariel Durant pointed out,
after concluding their massive study of civilization,
that man is not born smarter today;he is born with
a "richer heritage . . . The heritage rises, and man
rises, in proportion as he receives it."
I want to further suggest that Mission is now a
part of that history, a patt of that unique Restoration heritage that we share with an ever-increasing
and dear brotherhood. When Mission began publication in 1967, General William C. Westmoreland
had more than 400,000 troops in Vietnam, more
American troops employed in any battle since
World War II. In May of that year Stokely Carmichael resigned as chairmap of the Student Nonvio-
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lent Coordinating Committee and flew off to Cuba
and North Vietnam. H. Rap Brown, who promised
that the whites would soon wish that Carmichael
were back, replaced him, as the third and most
violent year of black unrest broke on the nation:
Cleveland, Washington, New York, Newark, Boston,
and Nashville.
Masters and Johnson published the findings of
their years of research at the Reproductive Biology
Research Foundation, and Dr. Timothy Leary urged
thousands of youths we would later call "hippies"

to "Turn on to the scene, tune in on what's happening; and drop out." The Graduaúe seemed the
most provocative motion picture of the year as
philosophy and religion professors argued over what
it meant, and the Beatles popularized the long hair
style for men that many felt was nothing more
than a cover for sex, dope, and rebellion.

or was the church a bastion of confidence as
Míssion began its first decade. Phrases like "new
morality," "new permissiveness," "moral revolution," and "God-is-dead-theology" were by then
common. The woman's liberation movement
reached into the churches and touched nerves not
yet dulled by centuries of sexism. And the ecumenical movement reached even into the Churches
of Christ as various "Lrnity" conferences and meetings were held-toward what goal no one dared to
say, bttt the very existence of such conferences
strengthened individuals and broadened the fellowship.

The editors and trustees of Misston recognized
that although man's first allegiance is to God and
to the Scripture, the church and the individual
Christian could not exist outside society. They
listed as their second purpose the understanding of
the "world in which the church lives and has her
mission." The third purpose was just as important:
"to provide a vehicle for communicating the meaning of God's Word to our contemporary world."
They addressed the temporal dilemma with an
impressive openness and liberality of spirit and
fellowship that is even more profound when you
rcaIize that virtually all the original board members
could trace their immediate roots to the sectarianism for which the Church of Christ is so well known
in the religious world. Board member Walter Burch
wrote:
Having devoted onrselves so long to correcting
the religious errors of others, we have come to
intensely resist any notion that we might be
wrong on something. We're not intellectually
perfect any more than we are morally perfect.
We don't make the latter boast; nor should we
JULY,1977

imply the former. The proper attitude is an
openness to learn and receive fuutln regardless of
its source. The ground of the Christian's confidence is not that he knows, but that God knows
him.

This inquiring and honest attitude has led not
only to relief and enlightenment on the part of
individuals but also has built up a legacy-a heritage
openness and honesty of approach
that we can pass on to our spiritual descendents.
As the editors and writers of Misslon imple-

if you will-of

mented this approach, certain high points \ryere
evident early in the journal's tenure. The editor
began a series of articles on "interpretation," hoping to honor the first goal as listed by the trustees:
to explore thoroughly the Scriptures. R. Lanny
Hunter's "Three Hundred and One Cubit Ark" was
perhaps the most,significant contribution to this
series, indeed, perhaps to Missio¡¿ itself.
In approaching the second goal of the trustees"t'o understand as fully as possible the world in
which the church livês and has her mission"-Harold
Vanderpool pointed out that the world has always
been a concern of the Restoration Movement,
and Roy Bowen Ward called attention to the "social
gospel" as it is practiced in dozens of "sunbelt"
communities today: opposition to liquor referendums, opposition to legalized gambling, opposition
to Roman Catholic political candidates, opposition
to Communism, and, on the positive side, Christian
colleges and Christian orphan homes, institutions
which, while technically independent of the church,
are operated according to an idealized Christian
culture that ignored the problem of white racism
until forced by the legal authorities to deal with
it.
From the beginning Mission addressed the
problems of the inner city. and racism, pointing out
that "we cannot retreat from these problems except by a radically world-denying attitude which
few among us have been willing to take."

Mnr,,n

has also published special issues on problems that the more traditional church journals either
were afraid to approach or were unable to deal

with because their options were limited by traditional theology. Warren Lewis' article, "Every
Scripture Breathed of God is Profitable," created

much thought and consideration as it continued
the announced series on "interpretation." Richard
T. Hughes brought up a subject that still must be
dealt with in its fullness, "American Civil Religion." Special issues on pacificism, abortio¡, the
Holy Spirit, and death probed deeply into subjects that the church has dealt with only hesitatingly at best. Three issues on woman dealt

dealt with the changing role of women in the church
and in society, and another series of articles dealt
with the Restoration Plea itself, for the question
of what role the Bible is to play in our deliberations seems to arise continually and is difficult to
apply even after one might think he has reached an
answer. If "command, example, and necessary inference" is a valid interpretive approach to the New
Testament, why isn't it equally valid in approaching the Old Testament?

T"

question of application new editor Victor
L. Hunter immediately addressed as he began his

work with Missíon. He entitled his monthly editorials "What & So What?" intending the "what" to
deal with the theology of the matter and-the "So
What" to deal with the'practical application of the
theory. The "what" was broadening indeed as
Hunter published interviews with the Shiloh ministers, Hans Küng, Francis A. Schaeffer, and
others in an effort to expand our understanding of
what God intended that .we be about. His "So
What" was also provocative as it led us to consider
the application of this theology in the inner city,
in individual congregations, in fellowship *in
any way conceivable. And our present editor has
continued the effort, for, as he announced in his
introductory essay, "church is not ideology alone,
but people, [andl I sense a body there without
which Christianity is dissipated into thin theory."
That is still where the battle is being waged.
In its ten years of publishing, Mission has not
answered even all the questions its writers alone
have raised (nor is that an announced goal), but it
has addressed the areas enunciated in the first
editorial policy statement honestly, thoughtfully,
creatively, joyfully, depressingly, brilliantly, while
serving as an open forum for questions, disapproval,
and genuine disagreement. The Scriptures haue
been the subject of perceptive studies and questionings, studies that began within the Restoration
heritage where we are, studies that virtually no
other periodical would have publishod. The world
in which the church must work its mission /¿as been
the subject of research and analysis, clearly if not
eloquently presented and forming the basis for a
world view quite different from that of the stereotyped disciple of the Restoration Movement.
And Misslon ls confronting the contemporary
world with God's word. .It was quickly noticed by
a historian outside the Restoration Movement as
he tried to sum up the Church of Christ in the year
1969. He saw a new dimension in the church and
pointed to Mission as "the most conspicuous example of this new dimension . . a learned journal-

I

and for the first time

that

it does

seem possible

designation [withl a national

to apply

editorial
nonparochial nature . . . ."
When viewing Mission's work we often are either
too modest or simply do not understand the nature
of the task we are about. Missíon did not set out
to cause a revolution, and we must not be disappointed because it hasn't. Mission did not set out
to make money, and we must not despair because
is hasn't. (I believe, after considerable experience
with various non-profit endeavors, that they inevitably not only do not make money-they continually
lose money and must be fed by those who believe
in them.)
Success is more difficult to judge in non-profit
endeavors because there is the absence of that
measure by which virtually every other effort is
guaged: money. We acknowledge this initially,
but many, perhaps unfamiliar with the nature of
nonprofit projects, probably secretly maintain the
hope that the enterprise will become so popular
and so successful that it will at least earn its way.
If that were true, someone would alrdady be doing
it-at a profit. We must judge the success of Mission
by how well we think it has measured up to the
goals that we ourselves have established for it, and
we must try to keep money and the lack of it from
influencing our value decisions.

board

. . . land a]
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let me suggest that the endeavor is worth-

while for its historic significance alone. Many
trustees are concerned with what they view as an
insufficient number of Mission subscribers and
readers. The readership probably is immediately
double the circulation, because two or more persons normally would see each copy

of the magazine.

But even that is a small readership, given a real
reading audience estimated in the tens of thousands

out of a brotherhood estimated at around two millions. So the trustees seem to.have a valid cause for
concern and real growth potential for subscribers.
But that is of immediate interest, and I have
concerned myself with history. Mission is a part of
the heritage of dhe Restoration Movement. It would
still be a part of that heritage and worthy of our
support if only one copy of each isstte found its
way into the rare book room of some library and
r¡/as preserved for posterity, available to some historian offuture generations to read of the liberality,
the openness, the honesty, the thoughtfulness, the
expression of love, the looking outside our own
narrow tradition, the record of the contemporary
Church of Christ, and use that knowledge of his
interpretation of this generation for his generation.
All

JULY,1977
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Windows: Who We Are,
Where We're Going
From the
annual meeting in Nashville recently,
the board of directors of Mission Journal stepped
up to a mirror, reflected on our ten-year-old
reflection, then turned to a window that looked
out on the future. Because we have always enjoyed
a uniquely close relationship with our readers, and
to mark our tenth anniversary, we wanted to give
you a fuller than usual report of our conversations.
As background, and for the information of maúy
of you who have newly joined our fellowship of
readers, Iet's set the stage for the Nashville meeting by tracing briefly how we got there.

At its

The Meaning of Mission

Over ten years ago a group of brethren with
varied concerns for the church-and not a few
frustrations-met to discuss a journal which would
stimulate missions by Churches of Christ. Almost
immediately, however, it became apparent that
this purpose unduly narrowed the focus and inadequately reflected the concerns of the majority of
those involved. They were rather concerned to
stimulate the body to "renewal"-an admittedly
vauge term that often escapes precise definition,
but a force which was still recognizable among
many religious groups.

Thus, Abraham Malherbe explained the choice
"Mission" as the titte of the journal which
emerged' from these talks. In the first issue he
noted that the New 'festament concept of "mission" is not limited to going into unevangelized
territories. It is rather rooted in the mission of
the apostles, who were sent "to detnonstrate
that life's meaning is to be found in Christ."
Some in the group felt that the church was not
communicating adequately that meaning. Some
feared that tradition, institutionalism, party poli

of

10

tics, and sectarianism were eroding the church's
real mission. "Mission work" must therefore not
be limited to a geographic or a "first principles"
orientation. Instead,

as Malherbe said,

"All

spheres

of life. . .are missionary situations in our time. It is
with this view in mind that Míssíon was chosen for
the name of this journal" (Vol. I. Number 1,
page 7).

A broacl editorial policy proceeded to plunge the
joumal into the currents of biblical studies social
concerns, politics, ethics, the humanities-every
area of life needing the liberating and healing
influence of Jesus through his church. At first, a
seven-member editorial board guided the journal
into these uncharbed waters: Walter Burch, Ray
Chester, Hubert Locke, Thomas Olbricht, Frank
Pack, J.W. Robe,rts, and Roy Bowen Ward. The
next year, Ward was named editor-in-chief of the
journal, a post which he held through 7972.
Victor L. Hunter then assumed this task in January
of 1973, retaining the post until July of 1975,

when the present writer was narned editor.
ControversY
Journalism in the R,estoration Movement has
always been marked by controversy, and the new
journal proved to be no exception' Diversity in
authors and board members tffas encouraged from
the beginning; and aunual meetings were marked
by stormy sessions when the propriety or theology
of this or that article or issue would be debated.
"Forum," the journal's letters column' was sometimes accused of being a battlefield where sniping
and guerilla warfare were legalized.
The journal's insistence on airing minority
positions extended eveu to quesiioning the very
(Continuedon Poge 12)
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Mirrors : Seeing Ourselves
As Others See Us
Editor

Surveys provide any kind of leadership-church,
political, or journalistic-with the necessary interface between those who speak and those who
listen to (or read) what is said. This interface also
involves a certain amount of tension. Good leaders
do not merely reflect our orvri¡n wishes; they stimulate us to new thought and action. Yet if that stimulus isn't to our liking, it is our cherished right to
say so, and perhaps to change leaders-or to cancel
subscriptions.

Hence, your response to the Reader Survey in
the February issue provides an invaluable tool for
those of us responsible for Mission. While not
abdicating our responsibility to offer material to
stimulate readers beyond felt needs, neither do we
believe we can adequately serve without knowing
what those needsane.
Every year we discuss whether Míssion shouìd
continue. This is not just because it's always a
financial struggle to publish the journal, but
because we subject ourselves to the same sort of
institutional criticism so justly deserved by all
institutions. We do not want to be guilty of perpetuating the institution for its own sake. If it is
not providing a live and valuable ministry, we want
to give it a decent burial, say a prayer of thanks
over the grave, and turn to other matters.
This year, however, the Reader Survey generally
precluded much of this kind of talk; for it largely
affirmed what we do, while providing constructive
criticism on our weak points. Perhaps you would
ìike to look at the summarized results of this
survey.

26 and 39. Next is the 40-55 age group-27 per
cent. Then 11 percent are 56 or over, and 10
percent are ages 1,9-25.
Nearly 80 percent of those who responded are
males. (About 1 percent did not ansrrer this question-reflecting perhaps the current reluctance to
be classified by sex.)
An unusual 64 percent of you have attended
graduate school, and 24 percent finished college.
A third of you teach in the Bible school, and 27
percent are preachers. Elders composed L2 percent of the respondents, and deacons 3 percent.
You use Mission mainly for individual edification (95 percent), although the journal is also
frequently passed on to others who do not subscribe. It is also used in group discussions.
About 80 percent find their interest in the journal has either stayed the same (43 percent) or
increased (37 percent) in the last six months. (See
below for the 18 percent who find their interest
declining.)
General Categories
The broadest measure

of reader reaction was
provided by the survey's general questions about
how you like our product. Responses were registered on a scale of 1 to 7; but to simplify this
report we will give only the majority opinion. For
example, responses to the first question look like
this on the survey form:
Satisfactory--

-2- -Z- -Z- --5- ---- --T- Unsatisfactory

But translated into prose, the survey went like
this:

1.

Most M¿ssion readers-52 percent of those who
responded to the survey-are between the zges of
JULY.1977

Satisfactory-unsatisfactory scale-75 perthe

cent fouytd the journal satisfactory, with

(Contínued on page

l3)
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(Continuedlì'ompage 10)

of the "Restoration plea," and to the criticism of the very raison d'etre of the Church of
basis

Christ and its related institutions. This inevitably
led to polarization among both readers and board
members. Several conservative board members
dropped out. Some institutions, such as Abilene
Christian University, eventually refused to allow
its employees to be on Mission's board. The editor
of The Firm Foundation warned that churches
that tolerated Mission supporters were contributing to a liberal and modernist drift.
Mission found itself in further tension with the
mainstream of non-instrumehtal Church of

Christ when articles championed an expanded role

for women in the church; criticized the authority
of elders; and challenged the close relationship
between the churches' institutions and conservative politics. Perhaps the most controversial-single

act -of the journal-and one which apparently cost
it many subscribers-was the publication in March,

!97

4, of a cover depicting a caricatured Richard

Nixon as a nefarious undercover operator, before
the nation and its courts had fully exercised the
judicial process in the Watergate trials.
All this is recalled here as background for an
ongoing question which surfaced at this (and
every) annual meeting: how far can ¿rny publication go in criticizing the position of most of its
subscribers? For the majority of Mission's board
members, this is not simply the pragmatic question
of whether we can stay in business (the journal is
by charter a non-profit organization). It is the
tension between the biblical roles of the prophet
and the pastor. Some warn that a self-conscious
decision to say something "prophetic" falls too
easily into the trap of Messianic delusions and ego
trips. Others say that to abandon the critical style
of the prophet would be to fail to discharge our
responsibility to speak the word of judgment
against human pretension, hypocrisy, and injustice.

This is the stuff of which lively arguments

are

made at our annual board meetings.
Last Year's Content

We surveyed, at Nashville, the material published in the 1976-77 publication yeff (July
'76-June '77). Atthough most of the articles in
Mission are unsolicited, selection for publication
is guided in part by our concern that the journal's
content be consistent with the editorial policy
statement. At this year's board meeting, a survey
of the preceding publication year yielded the following article categories and emphases:
The church and society-29 articles. The largest
single category of articles in Volume 1"0 is composed of those deaiing with the gospel's interaction with human concerns. Fifteen of these
12

dealt with politics, divorce' human justice, and
social ethics. The other fourteen were concerned
with broader issues of Christianity and culturesuch as the special issue on the arts (March 1977).
Also in this category but not counted as sepárate
articles, are the recent movie reviews now running
as a regular department.
"Housekeeping"-24 articles. Almost as much
space rvvas devoted to issues crucial to the theory
and practice of church. These articles dealt with

ministerial training, with "Restorationism," and
the relationship of Restoration churches to the

larger religious world. They examined Church of
Christ-related institutions, as in the two-part series
on Pepperdine University.
Biblical/theological-l6 articles. Included in this
section were articles dealing with specific sections
of the Bible, and biblical topics. Most of the
interviews and book reviews also came under this
heading. In keeping with the national interest in
"roots," the book of Genesis received the most
attention in this category; and the role of women
received continued treatment..
Attitud.inul/Christian nourishing-11 articles.
This material consisted of inspirational, devotional,
and/or thought-provoking material, including sermons, poetry, editorials, and articles dealing with
Christian attitudes.
Of course, these categories are somewhat arbitrary; some articles dealing with church-oriented
issues such as worship could as easily be classified
as "inspirational." Whatever the classifying approach, however, we believe this kind of overview
indicates something of the contribution to Restoration Movement literature which the journal is
making. Whether the overview reflects the contribution we should be making is, of course, another
question. Perhaps you will want to respond to this
picture and to suggest differing emphases.
Finances

Mission once employed a fulltime editor and
artist, and incurred other expenses which involved
going into debt. While no religious periodical these
days is self-supporting, subscriptions and board
member contributions have been our only source
of finances; and these have not been enough to
keep the journal going while settling these debts.
He4ce, board member Norman Parks,'retireci twice
from his work as professor at Middle Tennessee
State University and earning the right to sit back
on his laurels if he wished, took it upon himself to
raise the money to pay off the journal's debt.
Increasing his own contributions and tapping
every resource he knew,. Norman was able to
raise over $1 5,000 in a year, almost wiping out
previous indebtedness. Largely through his efforts,
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Mission now finds itself in the healthiest financial
condition in recent history.
We still suffer from critical shortages of cash
flow, since many contributions from board members are deferred to quarterly or even annual payments. Hence, a lively topic of discussion at this
year's meeting was whether, and how, other
sources of funding might be sought. The executive
committee was instructed to work out a plan to
increase opportunities for readers themselves to
parüicipate in the magazine's financial future.
With that on the drawing board, a budget of
$41,600 was approved for t977-78, representing
an increase of about #4,250 over what we spent
last year.

Other Highlights
Elsewhere

in this

issue we invite you

to

share

in other topics that occupied us at Nashville.

Cal Downs, Sallie Hightower, and the editorial
committee had worked hard to provide us, through
the Readers Survey (February 1g?7 issue), with
reader reactions to what we do. Those important

MIRRORS: (READER SURVEY). . .

2. Hard to understand-easy to understand-71
percent easy,'largest grouping, 32 percent, at rating
6. Despite this response, we frequently hear even
Ph.D's in other fields say they find much of our
material too difficult to understand. We work on
this constantly, both with our authors and at the
editor's desk. It is tempting for some authors to
reduce religious writing to the shorthand of seminary jargon. Yet, while being sensitive to the danger of obscuring our message in technical garb, we
also must admit that so.me concepts are just tough
to express simply, and that we are aiming largely
at readers with the equivalent of a college education.
3. Liberal-conservative-71 percent liberal;
largest grouping, 38 percent, at rating 3. Obviously,
these elusive labels are heipful only between prescribed reference points. Since most of our readers
are from non-instrumental Church of Christ backgrounds, rtre assume that we are correctly perceived
to be liberal in a way that still puts us somewhere
JULY, 1977

l1ff.

We also heard inspirational and informative
speeches. TWo of those-from board member Ron
Tyler and new board president Brad Davis-are
'published in this issue. The others formed a seminar on "Bible Interpretation and the Role of
Women," to which area readers were invited.
Nearly 100 seminar participants heard and questioned these presentations, by Scott Bartchy, Hoy
Ledbetter, and the editor. These speeches will be
published later in the year in a special issue on the
role of women.
And we worshiped at Nashville-a time growing
in significance for each of us. While we are a
diverse group, board meeting is a time when
diversity is allowed expression; and when we meet
around the Table we encourage that expression
instead of limiting it to the opinions of the
weakest among us. A¡ea readers also joined us in
that special time, helping us close the annual meeting on a note of high optimism, and a feeling that
the fellowship we enjoyed in person is being
expanded through the mail each month as we visit
you with our message.
lu

(Continuectliornpage

largest grouping-44 percent-at rating number 2.
While one would expect that most people would
think a periodical satisfactory if they in fact
subscribe, we do have some readers who read us to
keep watch on what they believe to be dangerous
trends; hence, a 75 percent positive response is
encouraging.

results are reported on pp.

u)

to the right of classical liberals.
4. Positive-negative-74 percent positiue; largest grouping, 35 percent, at level 2. This is one of
the most gratifying of all responses, since we have
worked hard at the tricky task of saying hard sayings that just need to be said, and airing whatever
dirby linen needs airing, while doing so with malice
towa¡d none.
5. Inspirational -ínstructive-44 percent instructiue; largest groupings, 21 percent at both the
neutral (number 4) level, and at level 5. In another
section, 76 percent of the respondents called for
more "short, inspirational arbicles."
6. Interesting-dull-82 percent interesting;
largest grouping, 36 percent at ruting 2.
7. Intellectual-simple-85 percent intellectual;
largest grouping, 37 percent at rating 2.
8. Weak-strong-7? percent strong; largest
groúping, 34 percent at level 6.
9. Attractive-u.nattractive-84 percent attrqctiue ; largest grouping, 43 percent at rating 2 ^
10. Important-unimportant-83 percent important; largest grouping, 41- percent at rating 1.
11. Broad-narrow-74 percent broad; largest
grouping, 30 percent at level 3.
12. Complete-incomplete-í percent complete;
largest grouping, 32 percent at level 3. We take it
seriously that 24 percent of the respondents
13

feel that we could be more complete in meeting
their needs. A later section spelled out for us the
particular areas of felt needs.
Agree-Disagree

Most respondents rePlied as follows on other
general questions:

1.

Are Mission's writers attuned

society? 94 percent agreed.
2. Do Mission's cover and art

to today's

work

enhance

your interest? 78 percent agreed.
3. Are most members there aware of Mission?
68 percent disagreed, to our chagrin. Our directmail promotions apparently do not reach many
potential readers.
4. Are most Mission materials consistent with
the Bible? 87 percent agreed. So there, all viewersof - M is sio n -with -alarm.

Would you be interested in writing an
article for Míssion? 68 percent agreedl So send in
those manuscripts; don't wait for an assignment.
6. Do the articles tend to be too long? No, saíd

5.

80 percent.

7. Do they tend to

be slanted toward one
percent
agreed.Incidentally,
viewpoint? A bare 52
we still solicit responsible statements of all viewpoints, conservative or liberal, consistent or inconsistent with the editor's views. Otherwise we lose
the health provided by the open forum.
8. Do you often find articles in Mission t}l,at
are oÎfensive? 88 percent said "No. "
9. Do you often discuss the journal with
others? 70 percent, yes.
10. Shoutd we aim primarily at members of
Churches of Christ? 66 percent agreed.
What Do You Read Most?
One section of the survey asked about your
favorite features and departments.
Forum led the field, with 96 percent finding it
either "useful" or "very useful."
Cross Curcer¿ts was second, with 90 percent.
Opinion/RSVP, recently revived, was 86 percent
useful.
And four other departments tied at 79 percent
useful: In the Margíns, Book Reuiews, Satire/
humor, and'Looking Out.

Another way

of looking at the popularity of

these departments is

to show how you ranked the

of them. Most popular was Forum. Cross
Currents was second, and the others in this order:
Optnion/RSVP, I'ooking Out, Satire-humor, Booh
Reuiews, In the Margins, and Poetry. It seemed
a little p:uzzling that poetry was ranked last,
while the demand for more inspirational material
was fairly high.
eight

How to lmprove
We mentioned earlier th,at 76 percent
14

of

the

respondents said they would like to see more
short, inspirational articles in the joumal. Other
suggestions were that we provide: anstü/ers to
readers' questions (78 percent); Bible commentary
pieces (78 percent); interviews with theologians
(?7 percent); and Bible study guides and other
literature (70 percent).
We can only offer the most frequently mentioned general suggestions for improvement.
Special topics which should be covered, \¡¡e rvvere
told, included church struggles (such as housechurch situations, the authority'of elders, and attempts to revive and renew worship); social issues
(especially continued emphasis on the role of
women-and watch for a special issue on this later
this year); and hermeneutical/biblical/theological
issues. There was also an appeal for higher quality
writing.
Some Interest Declines

About 18 percent of the respondents reported
that their interest in Mission has been declining in
the last six months. Some said that this was the
result of the joumal's being too liberal, and some
that it \ryas because it is too conservative-it is
therefore impossible to draw a composite picture
of the reader whose needs are not being met.
Forty percent of these readers are preachers, compared to only 27 percent of the total respondents,
and a higher percentage of them have been to
graduate school. Yet, 60 percent of those whose
interest is declining also felt that the journal leans
to the intellectual end of the scale. The telling
blow here, despite the general inconsistencies of
the responses, is that 81 percent of this category
said that Missíon articles are often offensive to
them. (Yet, 76 percent felt that they are consistent
with the Bible.)
Former editorial committee chairperson Sallie
Hightower conducted her own survey among former readers whose interest had declined to the
extent that they had dropped their subscription.
Their responses were also varied, but with one
major theme: their interest in the church-oriented
topics discussed in Mission had aiso declined. Many
of these former readers took the time to write
careful critiques, for which v/e are grateful.
One of these, a former reader in Florida,
reported that his examination of successful Restoration publications indicate three essentials: that
they be euangelístic, educational, and edificational.
"History demonstrates," this reader wrote, that
"',vhere individuals and groups have sought to alter
or ignore'the energizing balance of this approach,
the inevitable consequences have been. . .spiritual
stagnation and decay, and, eventually, total unproductiveness and spintual death."
Amen, and

amen.

/Vl
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Nfiíssíon ^ëlwrardse llÐ76
Announcement of Mission's awards

for the best articles of 1916 was made
to the annual board meeting in Nashville in June. First place was awarded

to Dr. Jim Reynolds of

Arlington,

Texas, for his article, "The Care and
Management of Guilt," in the March
issue.

In his

article, Reynolds sought

a

balance between real guilt and neuro-

tic guilt first by a biblical study of
creation, covenant, and sin. He then
examined identity with Christ and an
understanding of his life, death, and
redemption as an answer to guilt.
"The Christian, though guilty of sins,
lives in a sea of love. . . .No one can
be called matul'e who sins and feels no

guilt. But it is also true that no one
can be called mature who sins and
feels no grace."

Second place award went to Dr.
N.L. Reinsch, Jr. for his Easter Essay,

"A Disciple from Magadala," in the
April issue. This almost-poetry article
employed an unusual literary form to
focus on Mary Magdalene as a common person who becarne an uncommon disciple of Jesus. Reinsch de.
sc¡ibed her as an example of comn.ritrnent and dedication.

Dr. Jim Reynolds ís preaching mínister for
the Park Row Church of Christ in Arlington,
Texøs. He had previously served as minister

in Cupertino, CaliJ'orniø, and on the faculty
of the Bíblical Sttdies Cenier in Austin,
Texøs. Effective September 1, 1977, he wíll
become preaching minister for the Southwest Church of Christ in Dallas, Texas.

Wendell Willis of Temple, Texas,
for the third place award
for his contribution to Renewal in
in the Pulpit, "Jeremiah, Baal, and
Jesus." In it Willis wrestled with the
question, "Does God ensure victory
was chosen

and success for his followers?"

Dr. N.L. Reinsclt, Jr. has recently moved to Stillwater,
Oklahorna', where he will be
department of speech

in the

at Oklahoma State Uníversity.

He

PrÌor to his move, he

cited Jeremiah's Lejection as an unwelcome prophet who refused to rejoice

in the

day's successes, and the Baals
(false gods) who promised security
in trade for worship. Willis then stressed that the resu¡rection did not
annul the cross, but confirmed that it
is that type of obedient suffering
which is God's sign of the world

was

assistant professor of communication arts and sciences

/[
'ì\

at llestern lllinois

Universitv

itt Macomb, Illinois.
\i

\

being reclaimed to hinlself. Ouls is not

Wendcll Willis is director of

a success-patron God.

religious education at the lles-

Missù¡n congratulates the award
winners and encourages all our contributors to strive fol excellence and
eloquence in communicating the bibli-

tern flills Clrurclt of Cltrist in
Temple, Texas, and a candidate
ll,le

t

for tlte Plt.D. at Soutltern

ho di s t Univ er s i t y.

cal vision to our contemporaries.
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T ï f¿rvc
Jew or Greek, male or female, slave or free. Love,
fellowship, and worship of God would replace hatred, dissension, and idolatry.

By Rotì tulctìl\Y

Editor's Note: Rob McRay, who will be a Sophomore
Bible student at Abilene Christian University this fall, is
the winner of Mission Journal's "I Have a Dream for
the Church" contest for college students. McRay, who is
from Murfreesboro, Tennessee, recently completed his

Freshman year at Middle Tennessee State University
there. His essay, which follows, wins a $100 prize and our
board of trustees' congratulations and very best wishes for
a useful future.

In the days of Noah the world had turned away
from God to idolatry and immorality. As punishment, God caused a flood to destroy all humankind,
except Noah and his family. But again, in the days
of Abraham, the world was led away from God.
Rather than destroy the world a second time, God
set into action a new plan. From Abraham he
created the Jewish nation who would worship him
and, in so doing, provide a light to the world. When
the appropriate time came, a Messiah woulá come
from this chosen people. He would conquer Satan,

who had been leading men into idolatry, and reunite Jew and Gentile, all as children of Abraham,
in the worship of the one true God.
This was God's dream for the church. By placing
their faith in God, humanity could join Christ in
his victory over Satan, becoming one body, whether
16

I
The dream God has for the church is outlined
in Paul's letter to the Ephesians. In 1:3'12 Paul
discusses the creation and purpose of the Jewish
nation. The Jews were "destined and appointed to
live for the praise of his glory." Paul points out
that Christ came, as a Jew, to expand God's election of Israel to include all of creation (vs. 10).
In Galatians 3 Paul further develops this idea.
God promised Abraham that he would bless the
world through the seed of Isaac. The Law came
because of sin and the temptation to idolatry. It
bound the Jews in service to God until the Messiah
would come and fulfill the promise. Therefore, the
work of Christ fulfills not only the promise but the
Law as well; and with the fulfillment of the Law,
he abolishes the need for separating Jew and Gentile.
In Ephesians 2 Paul discusses more thoroughly
the uniting of Jew and Gentile. He reminds the
Gentiles that they \¡/ere separated from the covenant
God made with Israel' Now, through Christ, they
can join in the covenant. With the apostles and
prophets (who are Jews) as the foundation, and
Jesus Christ (also a Jew) as the cornerstone, the
Gentiles become part of the temple of God.
Ephesians 3 deals briefly with the cosmic purpose of the church: "that through the church the
manifold wisdom of God might now be made known
to the principalities and powers in the heavenly
places." So the work of Christ becomes more than
a revelation to man;it is a revelation of God to the
whole of creation.
Paul then returns in Ephesians 4 to the unity of
the church. In the first seven verses of the chapter
he shows that our relation is one of unity based on
JULY,1977

the "one God and Father of us all." So, in 4:8-16
he says that the gifts of the spirit were given to
help in the building of the church "until we all
attain to the unity of the faith and of the knowledge of the Son of God (vs. 13)."
In the last half of chapter four, and continuing
in chapters five and six, is a discussion of the practical aspects of the Christian life. Paul speaks of
immorality, anger, evil talk, and the works of darkness. He gives instructions on the nature of the
Christian home, and encourages masters and slaves
to act toward one another in love.
Ephesians closes with a warning. Although Christ
has destroyed Satan's power over us, he is stilt
tempting us. The church, more than a benevolent
brotherhood, is an army in a fight against evil
(6:1Off. ).
It took long years and untold suffering for the
apostles to spread this message;but the results were
fruitful. Jew and Gentile, man and woman, master
and slave, were united in love and fellowship to
worship God and stand firm against Satan. God's
dream for the church came true.

II

What then has happened in the centuries which
have passed? Are we still one body with Christ as
the head? Is our purpose still one of love, fellowship, and truth? I am afraid that dissension and
materialis¡n have eased into the church, clouding
the dream which the Father had for his children.
The church is no longer divided between Jew
and Gentile, but it is nevertheless divided. Through
the centuries of the Dark Ages the church pulled
farther and farther away from New Testament ideals
and, much the same as Judaism, drifted into rigid

legalism. The Protestant Reformation tried to break
and assert its right to interpret Scripture separate

from papal authority. Yet, the Reformation itself
established creeds and rituals, so still another change
took place. The Restoration Movement attempted
to bypass creed and ritual'and return to scriptural
authority.
Now, however, the old cries of '.speak where the
Bible speaks" seem to have given way to pleas of
"don't rock the boat." The Church of Christ seems
to have settled into its own tradition. We do not
search the Scriptures daily seeking truth. We seem
to be so sure that we have the truth that we are not
willing to accept differences of opinion. Spiritual
gifts, for example, originally introduced to help
unify the church, are now a source of dissension.
Beliefs which have been held for generations are
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being examined and criticized by many in the brotherhood.
Often, however, the brothers and sisters who are
reevaluating the church are not those who threaten
to divide it. Divisiveness often comes from those
with closed minds and closed Bibles-those who
condemn any who break tradition. Many of our
ministers use their pulpits to preach against, not
Satan and his forces, but against other ministers.
Brother attacks brother until the body of Christ is
often not a brotherhood but a battleground. Rather
than sitting together with open Bibles and discussing differences in a spirit of fellowship, some in our
brotherhood attack any who would disagree. Brotherly love gives way to sibling rivalry.
A second problem I see in the church today is a
lack of study in the home. Either because they are
not themselves comfortable in their knowledge of
the Scripture, or because they cannot find the time,
many parents do not study with their children, thus
omitting a vital part of the example they should
set. So, instruction is often left to the church.
Our Sunday Schools carry the burden of teaching
even the basic stories and themes to our children.
One hour a week is all the study many members of
the church ever have, and the effects are far reaching. Many churches are finding fewer and fewer
members who have studied enough to be abie to
teach classes. Some are even finding that their
elders cannot preach and teach. Perhaps if we were
to study more often and more prayerfully we would
find differences not so threatening, and dissension
not so widespread.
Leadership in the church is also a problem. The
church has been so influenced by the materialism

around us that in some congregations the elders are
more akin to a board of directors than to a group
of shepherds. Handling the budget and funding
mission works and benevolent þrograms often take
preference to counseling, teaching, and praying with
the flock--duties which are often relegated to the
ministers. In such congregations, the position of
deacon, which once carried the responsibility of
seeing that aid was given to those who needed it,
is sometimes no'more than an honorary title.
The fourth problem I see in the church today is
a departure from the basis of Christianity which
Paul presents in Ephesians. The emphasis no longer
seems to be on unity and fellowship; and Satan
seems little more than a myth. When we partake
of the Lord's Supper, we usually emphasize Christ's
death and suffering. While these are certainly im17

portant, the most important aspect should be the
resurrection. Christianity is a religion of hope, and
that hope lies in the victory of Christ over Satan in
the resurrection. The body which was broken on
the cross is also the body which rose again. Jesus
lives! This is the basis of our faith.
We must also recognize tlnal the body of Christ
now is the church. Therefore, when we partake of
the Lord's Supper we celebrate our unity and salvation in the new body. In the ancient world (and
still in the Middle East today), when people sat
together around a table it was a sign that they
accepted one another. So when Christians gathered
to eat the Lord's Supper, it was a sign that Jew and
Gentile, male and female, mastet and slave all accepted each other as equals in the body of Christ.
Today, however, we seem to have lost much ol'
this concept in the Lord's Supper. Racial prejudice
has no place in this concept. Yet some congregations do not welcome those of a different color.
Some members of the church would eat the Lord's
Supper with someone of a different race, but they
would not invite that person into their home. But
if we are equals in the body, how can we be other'
wise at home?
Perhaps this attitude is due to the view that the
Supper is only a memorial service. The Lord's
Supper is much more than a commemoration of
Christ's death; it is a celebration of life and fellowship. The Lord's death, resurrection, and gift of
eternal life are for all of us. We see in Ephesians
that there is one body, one Spirit, one faith, one
baptism, and one God for us all. How then can \Me
refuse full fellowship to someone of a different
race? Do we have one body, but two fellowships?
Such prejudice makes a mockery of God's dream'
When we come together to worship and break bread,
we must come in a spirit of unity and fellowship.
We must accept one another in love, whether Jew
or Gentile, black or white, conservative or liberal,
male or female. It makes no difference where we
would draw the line-if we refuse to accept one
another, not only in the Supper but in our own
homes, we destroy the whole mission of Paul.
A fifth and final area in which the contemporary
church is at variance with God's dream is that of
motivation. Our life, worship, and service in the
community sometimes seem motivated, trot by joy
and love, but by a fear of hell. We do things "just
to be safe." And so our worship often is not one
of joy and fellowship, but a time when we perform
our duties to insure our safetY.
The maxim, "It's better to be safe than sorry,"
is helpÌul in many situations, but not in religion.
We should praise God, share the Lord's Supper,
care for the needy, and live our whole lives, out of
a sense of joy and peace, not of fear. We should
take care that our worship on Sunday does not
18

become a funeral but rather a celebration of a birthday, because on a Sunday long ago the whole world
was born again. Jesus Christ conquered the power
of Satan, and mankind entered a ne'vl/ age. Sunday
is a day of rejoicing; it is the Christian Independence

Day.

ilI
What is my dream for the Church? I dream of a
day when Christians will, with open minds, search
the Scriptures daily. If differences arise, then brothers and sisters will accept each other without
condemnation. Every pulpit will be the source of
exhortation, encouragement, and instruction-not
condemnation and dissension. The eye will not say
to the hand, "I have no need of yolt."
I dream of a day when the home will become not
only a place of love and moral training, but also a
place of study and teaching. Sunday Schools may
become centers for more thorough teaching. Children will mature with the word of the Lord instilled
in them. They will become leaders in the church
ready to instruct, not in need of instluction. And
with a thorough knowledge of Scripture they will
be better able to maintain unity.
I dream of a day when ministers will be allowed
to concentrate on study and teaching; deacons will
again handle the physical matters in the church;
and elders will then be free to lead and counsel the
flock. Strong spiritual leadership will do much to
restore harmony to the brotherhood.
I dream of a day when brothers and sisters sit
together around the Lord's Table and commemorate the fact that now, in Christ, there can be no
discrimination, either in the church or in the Christian life. "Old things have passed away;behold, all
things have become ne\¡r'!"
I dream of a day when the church will be so full
of joy that it will shine for all the world to see.
When we take the Lord's Supper we will rejoice in
the resurrection, and fellowship each other in love.
We will clear our minds of a fear of some unwitting
error in our faith. With study and prayer to grtide
us, we will rely on the mercy of God, not the reasoning of man. Sunday will be a day as special to
the hearts of Christians, as the Sabbath was to the
hearts of Jews.
I dream of a day when Cl-rristians, in fellowship
and love, in study and prayer, in joy and peace, will
join in the one body and proclaim the manifold
wisdom of God to the principalities and powers in
the heavenly places. My dream for the church is
that it might once again be God's dream-come-true.
"May the God of steadfastness and encouragement
grant you to live in such harmony with one another,
in accord with Christ Jestts, that together you may
with one voice glorify the God and Father of our
Lord Jesus Christ (Rom. 1-5:5)."
llll
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From the Bock Pew

Whfrf's $gß hlllllion Between
ßntüy ffirm hçrvr ernd God ?
BY DAVE WIMBISH

Billy Graham has been getting

a

lot of criticism lately, just because
it was disclosed that his organization

had something like $23 million salted
away in a secret account.

Well, I say big deal!

Billy says it wasn't a secret account

anyway. So what if it was kept under
the name of the "Foundation to Bring
Back the Edsel"? If Billy says it
wasn't a secret, I believe him.

I understand the money is going
for worthwhile causes, too. Like building a skyscraper in Wheaton, Illinois,
and a laymen's Training Center in
North Carolina. (I guess that's sort of
a Baptistic Job Corps.) I understand
that about $8 million has also been
allocated to an expedition to prove
that Methusaleh actually lived to be
969.

In addition to that, you never
know when Graham's organization is
going to need to develop nuclear
weapons, in case of an attack by Oral
Roberts or Rex Humbard- maybe

This money is needed for klieg
lights, video tape, cheerleaders, and
to send George Beverly Shea to a
Firm Foundation singilg school. And
don't forget what it costs to send
out several million requests for money
every year. (My one hope is that they
use some of that money to look for
Billie Sol Btes' fertilizer. I have a
sneaking suspicion that Carl Ketcherside stole it.)
I don't know about everyone else,
but I rest a lot easier at night knowing
that Billy Graham controls Exxon,
Texaco, General Motors, U.S. Steel
and a few other small firms.

Besides, a lot of us have a little
something put away for a rainy day.
Iæt me announce right here and now
that my wife and I have $112 resting
comfortably in a secret account some-

in Arizona. That money is
our fund towards the fulfillment of
where

the American

dream. We hope to
buy a little house in a "whites-only"

as

neighborhood someday.
I figure that if we could save $l 12
in just eight years of marriage, well,
Graham is entitled to his $23 million.

Some say that this money could be

Billy has never once publioly criticized me for my $112, so I {on't see

even Robert Schuller.

Don't forget, these are changing
times, and $23 million won't go
far

reach, not a welfare agency.

as

it

used to.

better used for feeding the hungry,
clothing the naked, and other nonevangelical things like that. To these
people, I can only echo the words of
Pat Paulsen, "Picky, picky, picky!"
After all, this is an evangelistic outJULY, 1977

why I should go around shooting my
mouth off about his 23 million.
One friend of mine has been somewhat put out with Billy, but I tried
to straighten him out. It wasn't so
much Graham's $23 million which

bothered

him. Rather, it was

the

fact that he received a card in the mait
telling him that the Graham organization was desperately in need of his
money, the day after the stories about
the Graham organization's millions
was published.

My friend, Ho¡ace Whiplotch, an
unemployed chinchilla rancher, has
been receiving requests for money
from the Graham people ever since
he wrote them in 1963 and asked if
they might have a job for him somewhere in the organization. He received
in reply an "urgent" appeal for
money, and an autographed photo
of Gráham and Iæighton Ford hitting
Malcolm Boyd over the head (or was
in Malcolm Muggeridge?) with a copy
of Christian Within the next two
weeks he also received urgent appeals
for money from 600 other Christian
organizations (note to Foy Wallace

fanatics: I use the term in a very
loose sense), was called on by 43

encyclopedia salesmen and four Buddhist evangelists.

Anyway, Horace was somewhat
by this latest request for

puzzled
money.

"I read where he's got $23 million
stashed a,Nay," he complained. "So
what does he want my money for?
He can't take it with him."

"Now just a minute," I cautioned,
"Don't be too sure about that. This is
Billy Graham wdre talking about,
you know."
lu
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whites

of that communitY.

Yes,

as

PaLLish says, "humar.r institutìons, cultural values, and the social order continually change," but must the church
always be the last institution to do so?
Parrish exhorts Christian women to
"be sensitive to the normative prac-

tices. .in their

particular iocation."

But who is being sensitive to these
Christian women when theY aÍe
locked into a church which is oppres'
sive and demeaning? In the final
analysis, Parrish's article gives aid and

Marty vs. Lindsell
Marty is wrong (April issue). I have
read Battle for the Bíble, and Lindsell
does not say that those not holding to
inerrancy (as he understands it) are
not Christians or not evangelicals. He
specifìes in several paragraphs that he
cannot state who are the Christians
but-he repeats again and again-"I do
know that those who follow the implications of inerrancy will end up in

heresy" (cf.

Unive¡salist-Unitarian
movement). He emphasizes that denial

of-inerrancy is a slippery slope, ultimately leading to relativism and nihil-

ism. Marty summarized

Lindsell

falsely.

Neil Gallagher
Providence, R.L

Looking Out or Down?

I sincerely appreciate the report
in the May issue of Mission of the
Christian Islamic debate, in which I

was a participant, although your attempt to satirize it and over-simplify
my presentation is obvious. But, of
course,

this I expected from

those

who, as is observed in most of their
writings, consider themselves the
"Martin Luthers" of the church of
Christ, heralding the "Reformation"
by presenting their "ninety-five theses" in.ð.liss¡oil.

Evidently, the w¡iter of the "I¡oking Out" section of Mission was "look-

ing down" during the debate, if he
was present, when the objectives of

of that

one-night discussion were

stated. These objectives had also been
stated in preludian announcements of
the discussion in church-related and
other newspapers. Had your "Looking

Out-" writer been "looking up," he
would not have made his gross error
in his attempt to tell what was "missing from both presentations . . ." He
would have realized that a "thorough
examination of two faitlts' differing
20

concepts of God," which was not the
issue anyway, cannot be done in. a
three-hour session; he would have real-

ized that we were talking about the
role and authority of Jesus Christ, as
opposed

to

Mohammed,

in

today's

world, which I emphasized trom the
Bible and Koran, proving that Jesus
wæ the promised seed of Abraham;
he would have realized that I used and
even read from the Koran, Bilalian
ly'ews and Message to the Blqck Man in
Americø by the late Elijah Muhammed,
all "external evidences," to show that
they authenticated the Bible as God's
Word. I shall be happy to send you, or
any of your readers, a tape of the
entire discussion to substantiate this
information. In other words, we knew
the purpose of the one-night discussion and we are satisfied that it was
accomplished.
I also wish for you, the readers and
writers of Mission to be aware of the
fact that I, as a Christian and gospel
preacher, regardless ofhow you define
those terms, stand ready to present a

"fìery defense of Christianity" not
only to Mr. Muhammed and the like,
but also to any persons who attack
New Testament Christianity-includ-

ing arry of the writers of Missir¡tt.

comfort to all the men who currently
fear the threat of "uppity women"
and who can keeP women in their
place by appealing to social unacceptability.
But one might go a steP further bY
arguing that the theme of social acceptability, to which Parrish correctly
points, is itself a cultural phenomenon
of the first and second centuries. lVe

in a culture which legally recognizes free speech, civil disobedience,
protest movements and the like. For
iome of us it would be more sociallY

live

acceptable for women to sPeak out
and demonstrate that "in Christ there
is neither male nor female." If some
elders object, perhaps they-like the

apostle and elder Peter-should
opposed

be

to their face (see Galatians

2:11-14).
RoY Bowen Ward
Oxford, Ohio

'Obligation'to

Bus?

I think your article on the evangelism workshops (May 1977) was verY
perceptive and seems to me to capture

the "spirit" of the times not only in
Churches of Christ but in the "denominational world" as well, the emphasis
on success, victory, achievement. If I
may be permitted a crass remark, we
"conservatives" don't have any problem with bad motives or promotional-

Jack Evans

ism in our evangelism; we don't have

Terrell, Texas

any evangelism. (There are "exceptions" but even fewer than that cliche

Women Submit to Culture

David Parrish's article, "Submission: A Scriptural Concept for Christian Women" (May, 1977), gives proper insight to the cultural dimension of
the Bible. But his conclusions remind
me too much of arguments I heard
twenty-five years ago why the church
should not welcome Blacks. Segregation should be followed "to avoid
bringing discredit on the chulch" in
the eyes of many in my southern com'
munity and "to keep from offending
potential cortverts" lrom aurotlg the

usually allows for.)

It seems often that sincere

people

are caught between two or more con-

flicting motives in their discipleship,
especially as regards evangelism. First,

there is the compulsion to "grow;"
everyone wants to "grow" spiritually,

of course, but it is more impressive
and noteworthy to "grow" nunierically-after all, look at Acts, etc., etc.
But, on the other hand, theÎe is also
the desire to be scriptural and thus
to be "tratural" in allowing God to
JULY, 1977

I have troubie
I want to share

"give the increase."
deciding whether

Christ with others because of who he

is or

because

it's (1) "expected" of

me; (2) a legalistic comrnand (ala
N. Gallagher's article in the February
Mission); (3) if "we" don't get them
the cults arrd secularists will. Much I
have read and observed about "our"

evangelism indicates that we have simply compartmentalized it as another
obligation in a checklist religion. Con-

sequently, "evangelists" must join
Kiwanis, coach Little League, "make

news" et al

in order to "find"

con-

verts.

It all seems so artifìcial and contrary to the naturalness of sharing
the gospel of the first century Chris-

tians we purport to be following.
Bruce Edwards, Jr.
Manhattan, Kansas

Success: The New lndulgence?
Your "subjective" account of the
Soul Winning Workshop (May, 1977),
reminded me of the responses evoked
by Tetzel's sale of indulgences. The
distressed lady's remark displaying her

guilt and fear, and your assessment
that the participants at these gatherings were seeking to have their spirlts
ignited, are the same frustrations and
longings that prompted Martin Luther

to ievel at the established church.
Are not these workshop hawkers,

blind though they may be to their own
motives, selling the indulgence success
to the spiritually starved, selling them

stones

for

bread, snakes

for

fish?

Hucksters have always known how to

capitalize or man's spiritual needs
(Paul and the Ephesian silversmiths,
Christ and the temple moneychangers).

Luther's prescription for the anxious
heart was not the purchasing of peace
and security with the piling up of
pious works and religious "programs"

but a return to Scripture and thr: doctrine of grace.
Personally, I cannot equate a
$40,000 busing budget, "Success Dynamics," nor an audience shouting "I
will not quit!" with the harvest of the
Spirit enunciated in Galatians 5:22.
But perhaps the attenders of workshops are like the tongue-speakers at

Corinth. True, they had received a
spiritual gift, but Paul was anxious
that they grow up into faith, hope,
and love.
Win Winship
Hamden, Conn.
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its religion with its emphasis on exter-

Bring Them ln

In

reference

to

the article, "The

Soul Winnels" in the May '77 issue,
I found it to be quite interesting, as
it bLings to my awareness an aspect of
the brotherhood I have not been too
familiar with, possibly because I come
lrom the Southeast where the "workshop" as described does not seem to

have caught

on as it has in

the

Southwest.

with regard to the
idea of a workshop of this nature, I
appreciate what you had to say in
Nonetheless,

II and III. What bothers me
about the concept of this type of
workshop, as I am not against wo¡kparts

shops per se, is the emphasis seems to

be on bringing souls into the sanctuary, there to be proselytized (heaven

forbid), rather than an emphasis otr
going out and meeting people and
their needs where we find them.

From what you describe, this type

of workshop

appears to be so commercialized and sensationalized, which
to me bespeaks a very sectarian, world-

ly

type institution with a "big organizafion" mentality. Further, to me, it

smacks

of mind control

concept in

motivation, rather than emphasis on
motivation through ones realization of

it implies.
Regarding bus ministries, which
seems to be a big part played in these
workshops, from what is said and
from my own experience, it sounds
all too much like trying to keep up
with the "Joneses," refelring mainly
to our Baptist brethren. In some cases
this leads to ungodly rivalries, such as
described in the "Joy Bus" incident. I
have nothing against bus ministries
(the congregation my wife and I attend has one), if they are not used to
compete in a selfish and self-righteous
rnanner with other denominations.
But to begin expecting it to take the
place ofall other approaches, or to bill
it as the best approach to the exclusion of other methods seems to be
void of any rationale whatsoever. I
say this as it appears to be the big
emphasis of the workshop reported on
by the editor. As stated, our goals
should not be on bringing in, but
grace and all

on going out.

The example used about the evangelist not ntissirìg the assembly despite
grave family matters shows to me the
extent, in some cases at least, to
wliich the church has lost all heart in

I

nals, i.e. legalism.

am amazed and I

weeD.

'

Dan Bryant
Orange Park, Florida

No More Seven Beauties

I

was quite interested

McNicol's article

included a

on

in

Allan

movies which
discussion of Seven

Beauties. While sitting through that
movie recently, I made a decision to

never see another one like it if I can
help itl
I agree with brother McNicol's
analysis of the film. The one thing I
cannot agree with is his recommending
it to Christians. I have attended several similar movies in past years upon
the recommendation of friends or

fìlm critics.

These movies, such as
They Shoot Horses, Don't they? and

The Ruling Class were such powerful
emotional statements that they would
send me into a depression that lasted
for days. They were well done and had
excellent acting, but the basic theme
was the same as Seven Bequtles.' the
evil nature of man and the hopelessness of life. One such movie might be
benefìcial to a naive Christian who has
little idea what despair man can have
without God. The Christian might
then walk out of the theatre praising

his Lord that the¡e is a way to overcome, that what he has just seen is
not the total of reality.
But as I sat through Seven Beauties,
seeing yet another distorted view of
reality blowrl up on the big screen, I
began to wonder what possible good I
could gain from this movie. Must I
again, observe "the deep things of
Satan" in order to be convinced of the
righteousness

and beauty

of

God?

Somehow that seemed contrary to
Paul's .admonition to .think on good
things. I saw dead bodies dumped in
heaps on the cold prison floor; I
watched naked prisoners being beaten.
In between these scenes I saw the
hero making eyes at the cruel, repulsive guard he had decided to seduce. I
was crying; the audience was laughing.
Finally I could take it no longer. I had

decided what I perhaps should have
decided years ago: that it was a sin

for me to be there. I left, determining
in the future to be more careful to see
only good escapi5t movies or fìlms
which in some way inspire or.re to live
a

nobler life.
Mary Pittard
San Antonio, Texas
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BY ALLAN MC NICOL

Annie HalI, IJnited futists Release, produced by
Charles Roffe, directed by Woody Allen; main
actors: Woody Allen and Diane Keaton.

It finally had to happen. RecentlY
The Christian Century carried an article by an enterprising writer which
tagged Woody Allen with the label
theologian.* Of course this is a gross

It is better to describe
Allen simply as an observer of the

exaggeration.

human condition-indeed a very good
one-but let it rest at that. Allen's
philosophy does not leave us particularly sanguine. Life is unpredictable

and downright crazy. Still, it is the
only game there is and one may as
well enter it with some degree of
gusto even if he has to spend most of
the time somewhere between a state
of misery and despair.
Allen has shown considerable improvement both as an acto¡ and as a

director in Annie Hall. Gone are his
juvenile preoccupations in previous
films of imitating old movie and
literary classics, as well as his animallike passion for sex. Granted, there
are still a few of the old distractions,
like paranoia over his Jewishness, but
in the main, Allen is much more
mature here than his previous best

his humor and a statement of his
personal philosophy. The development, decay, and conclusion of the
relationship provides enough pathos
and drama to keep the film interesting. It is more worthwhile since it is
spiced with Allen's special brand of

humor. The humor is illustrated bY
such vignettes as the time when at a
party for prominent New York intellectuals, he flees the irrelevance of
their conversation and sneaks into a
bedroom to watch the New York
Knicks.

Yet, this fìlm rnay be seen on a
deeper level, and it is tltis dimension
which can be of particular interest to
the Christian viewer. Tlte sutføce subject of the film is Allen's affair with
Diane Keaton. The deePer, real subject is love between man and woman,

it can grow and
in our fragmented society.

specifìcally whether

endure

Throughout the film we are treated to
flashbacks of Allen's previous two
marriages. Obviously they didn't work.

performance in Love and Deqth.

But neither does his affair with Keaton. Why? Allen seems to be saYing
that in these days, relationships be-

He has taken a
ject; an affair with Diane Keaton who

tween man and woman have a built-in
capacity to self-destruct.

manageable sub-

is Annie Hall (the relationship actually
happened in real life). In autobiographical fashion Allen uses this episode in his life as a vehicle for both
'J(tllll

U(llt'

lvu('uy

,\ll!lr!

a.t.
^,,t^
lrl!u,u

gian," The Christian CettÍtrr1, Juna 22-29.
t977
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.

in The New York
29, 1977), rnakes the
point that the real drama in love
Jane Wilson,

Tintes (May

on screen today comes
where all the old movies left off-in
"the happy ever after þhase." It is
in the dynamics of the relationships
relationships

between man and woman living to-

gether where so much conflict todaY
is found. The soap opera is a mirror

of real life. Mary

Hartman, MarY

Hartman is the relevant description of
the lives of many, even Christians.

Allen's affair with Keaton sensitively traces this malaise. Early in the
relationship he presents Keaton with
several books on death. This subject
continues to surface in different ways
throughout the relationship and comes
up again when they separate. As in

Love and Deøth, Allen is obsessed
with the existential knowledge that

one day he must die. This obsession is
translated into his own personal relationships. They must die-often prema-

turely. Our mythology celebrates love
as something forever and eternal.
Allen's experience reflects a different

reality, a constant search through his

relationship with women for permanence and stability. Yet, he is doomed
to search and not discover.
Of course, Allen's experience is

not the ltnal word for the person of
faith. Grace goes beyond mere living
few interspersed transitory fragof happiness in personal lelationships. But there is elrough in

with

a

ments

Allen's statement

to

give the

Chris-

tian community food for thought.
Why, in the midst of a people who
have covenanted themselves together
in irrevocable union with God, do so
many fail to keep their personal vows
made in marriage? Is it becatrse even in

the community of faith, personal

re-

lationships function as an end in them-

selves rather

than the product of

people made whole on other grounds?
Whatever the case, I left the theater

asking myself again about the real
basis and center of my reason for living. This is good enough recommendation for Allen as one who can help us
observe the human

condition.

fil

MARKINGS AFTER
TEN YEARS
Mission's tenth birthday is a good time for the
editor to reflect on his pilgrimage during the last
decade.

Born a Methodist, I found myself ten years ago
.showing Methodists and others (mostly. Anglicans)

in Australia how they could be "Christians only."
The fact that there were four or five such groups in
Sydney, each claiming to be the True Church but
none in fellowship with each other, accelerated a
process that had already started: I went through
the (theological) change of life.
Mission, appearing about that time, spoke to
some of my needs. It encouraged me to be honest
about my doubts. Sometimes, I thought, it was
too cynical. Sometimes I still think so. The journal's first decade finds me thinking as follows, on
other things:
The church-For good or ill, the "structured"
church is here to stay. The house church movement has fizzled. Most who can't hang in with the
forms rrve have will just quietly join the agnostic
and pagan society around us. They won't bother
long with having church in their living room while
the kids rummage through 1\4om's perfume and lipstick in the bedroom.
The 20th century-I generally favor it since it
seems to be the main one available right now; but
I am puzzled about how to help folk still living in
the last one come into this one without buying
wholesale into the paganism I mentioned earlier.
The Bible-Despite our lip-service to it, we haven't
really heard it, especially the prophets. But more
than ever, I'm certain that Scripture was given to
set us free "for" the world, instead of to saddle us
with ecclesiastical laws from the first century
world-laws which mahe the New Testament differ
from the old only because it's shorter. Of course
it's still better than either my old Methodist Discipline or the unwritten creeds of the C of C.
JULY, 1977

Fellowship-Surely, by now, we should be able
stress the role of baptism in the New Testament,
while basing our acceptance of others only on the
Testament's most basic base: the confession, "Jesus
is Lord."
Church (again)-If we have to speak of "structure," then why can't we do church in a way that
heals and supports people, while praising God? Do
we always have to sit in these neat rows instead of
openly sharing needs and victories, laments and
praise? Does ekklesnø actually have to work against
koinonia?
Women-Viva! No, women's role, silly. OKPaul was inspired by the Spirit to restrict their
role. Why? Because of his overwhelminggoal and
commission: to preach the gospel "to the Jew fírst,
and also to the Greeks." There rü¡as so much women's lib going on among the Greek mystery cults
that many Jews would never be caught in "one
body" with folk who acted like that. How did
Paul go about getting across his point? By making
(still by inspiration) all sorts of rabbinical/theological, common sense, and cultural arguments-many
in conflict with modern standards of interpretation
and logic. It does Paul no honor to apply our
standards to his (inspired) approach. And how
Iong should his restrictions be observed? Why,
until his Jewish mission was fulfilled.
Liberals-God bless them every one. But I wish
they would do more social action, or whatever it
is they criticize the conservatives for not doing.
Also, they need to attend church more regularly.
Conservatives-They don't need God to bless
them. They grow bigger than thunder by Success
Dynamics, slick PR and bus fleets. Who needs God?
Sex-I think it was better before the moviesand evangelical booksellers-made so much money
from it. Of course I was younger then.

to
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CHRISTIAN AppEAL FOR NON-VIOLENCE--Ronan Cathol-ic bishops in Zaire have
appea1-enAfrica.ApermanentcommiLt'eeca1led.on
rHe who lives by the
eirican Christians Ëo rrremember the words of che Gospel:
rrfabulousrr
sums of money
protested
the
sword witl- perish by Ëhe sword.rrr They
and muniËions.
arms
on
African
naËions
which they ãaid are being spent in varlous
CHURCHES FOSTER

DIV9BCE?--A SouËhern BapList psycho_l-ogy

professor

says

thatchthehighdivorceratebyfai1-ingtopreparetheir
young peopLe for marriage. Dr. John Drakeford of Souttnsestern BapËist Theol-ogirrThe
äaf õe*inãry in Fort .I,Ioith, Texas, said at a Miami famity conference Lhat
church hasn-rt spent enough time with iËs young people before they fall in_love.
fall ín Love, itts too Late. They wonrt l-isten.r' Drakeford, leader
After they
ttrêality
therapyrr movement, said that the church makes it too easy to
in the
marry, and conrnended the Miami Archdiocese of the Roman Cathol-ic Church for its
recentLy adopted requirements for pre-marital counsel-ing.
ISRAEL BARS FILM--The Passover PLot, a fiLm based on the book by Jewish
author@hasbeenbannedinIsrae]..Thefi1mdepictsJesusasa
revoLutioñary who tried unsuccessfutly Ëo stage his own fake death. The Israeli
government häd granËed permission for the film Ëo be made there Ln L976, although
of a movie on the supposed sex l-ife of
It later refuseá to aLLow rhe filrning
|toffensive
passover
to part of the populationrrt the Israeli
was
Jesus. The
þq
FiLm Cenõ?sEip ¡-¿ sai¿, because it trhiËs at the very basis of their Christian faith.rl
pOpE OPPOSES THEOIOGIANS AGAIN--Pope Paul has again attacked, liberal
RomanCatho].ictffioverastatementonhumanse:nra1.ity.Five
Ëheologians of the Cathol-ic Theological- Society of America issued the paper'
evil sexual acts but that behavior
which ñotds that there are no intrinsical-ly rrcreaËive
growth and integration.rt
judged
to
oneti
by
what
contributes
be
must
of
Pope Pau-1 cõuntered the statemenË at the canonLzatLon of St. John Neumann
ffrttadel-phia, teLLing U. S. cardinal-s, bishops, and archbishops to ttrefute
fa!-sehoodsrr such as the statemenL on sexual- morality.

